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The R.S 1/–graded equivariant
homotopy of THH(Fp )

TEENA MEREDITH GERHARDT

The main result of this paper is the computation of TRn
˛.FpIp/ for ˛ 2 R.S1/ .

These R.S1/–graded TR–groups are the equivariant homotopy groups naturally
associated to the S1 –spectrum THH.Fp/ , the topological Hochschild S1 –spectrum.
This computation, which extends a partial result of Hesselholt and Madsen, provides
the first example of the R.S1/–graded TR–groups of a ring. These groups arise in
algebraic K–theory computations and are particularly important to the understanding
of the algebraic K–theory of non-regular schemes.

19D50, 19D55, 55P91

1 Introduction

Algebraic K–theory groups are generally very difficult to compute, but Bökstedt,
Hsiang and Madsen [3] developed a homotopy-theoretic approach to algebraic K–
theory computations that has been quite fruitful. For every ring A, they defined a
cyclotomic trace map

trcW Kq.A/! TCq.A/

relating algebraic K–theory to topological cyclic homology. This map is highly
non-trivial and thus one can often understand algebraic K–theory by understanding
topological cyclic homology (see, for instance, McCarthy [13]).

As an approach to computing topological cyclic homology, Hesselholt and Madsen
studied TR–theory [9; 10]. For a ring A and a fixed prime p ,

TRn
q.AIp/ WD �q.T.A/

C
pn�1 /D ŒSq

^S1=Cpn�1
C
;T.A/�S1

where T.A/ denotes the topological Hochschild S1 –spectrum of A and T.A/Cpn�1

denotes the Cpn�1 fixed point spectrum. These TR–groups come equipped with several
operators and relations which provide a rigid algebraic structure, making computations
possible. Topological cyclic homology is defined by a homotopy limit construction
that involves these operators. Thus understanding the TR–groups of a ring helps us to
understand its topological cyclic homology and hence its algebraic K–theory.
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The topological Hochschild S1 –spectrum also has naturally associated equivariant
homotopy groups which give a TR–theory graded by the complex representation ring
of the circle, R.S1/. These groups arise naturally from the computational method
outlined above. Elements in the representation ring are given by formal differences of
isomorphism classes of representations. For every ˛2R.S1/ we choose representatives
ˇ and  such that ˛ D Œˇ�� Œ �. Let Sˇ denote the one–point compactification of the
representation ˇ . Then the R.S1/–graded TR–groups are defined as

TRn
˛.AIp/D ŒS

ˇ
^S1=Cpn�1

C
;S ^T .A/�S1 :

These R.S1/–graded groups first arose in computations of the algebraic K–theory
of non-regular schemes. For instance, for an Fp –algebra A, Hesselholt and Madsen
[8] expressed the K–theory of AŒx�=.xe/ in terms of the R.S1/–graded TR–groups
of A. While R.S1/–graded TR–groups have been used in computations, there are no
fully computed examples for all ˛ 2R.S1/. The first computation to be done is that
of TRn

˛.FpIp/, which is the main result of this paper.

Before stating the result of this computation, we introduce some notation. Let

�pW S
1
! S1=Cp

be the isomorphism given by the p th root. Then we define a prime operation as follows:
for ˛ 2R.S1/,

˛0 D ��p.˛
Cp /:

Recall the ring structure of R.S1/:

R.S1/Š ZŒt; t�1�:

If p divides i then .t i/0 D t i=p . If p does not divide i then .t i/0 D 0. This prime
operation is additive. We use the notation ˛.k/ to denote the prime operation applied k

times to ˛ . We denote the dimension of ˛ as a complex vector space by j˛j. Note that
every finite sequence of integers can be realized as the dimensions j˛j; j˛0j; � � � ; j˛.n/j
for some virtual representation ˛ 2R.S1/.

Our main result expresses TRn
˛.FpIp/ as an iterated pullback diagram that can be

computed explicitly. The argument is inductive, computing the group TRn
˛.FpIp/ from

the group TRn�1
˛0 .FpIp/ using the fundamental long exact sequence of TR–theory:

� � � // �˛T .Fp/hC
pn�1

// TRn
˛.FpIp/ // TRn�1

˛0 .FpIp/ // � � �

In order to determine this extension we use information about a map

y�n�1W TRn�1
˛0 .FpIp/! �˛ yH.Cpn�1 ;T .Fp//
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fitting into a diagram of long exact sequences

� � � // �˛T .Fp/hC
pn�1

// TRn
˛.FpIp/ //

�n�1

��

TRn�1
˛0 .FpIp/ //

y�n�1

��

� � �

� � � // �˛T .Fp/hC
pn�1

// �˛T .Fp/
hC

pn�1 // �˛ yH.Cpn�1 ;T .Fp// // � � �

Here yH.Cpn�1 ;T .Fp// denotes the Tate spectrum. Section 3 contains a more detailed
discussion of this diagram of long exact sequences. We have spectral sequences which
allow us to compute the groups in the bottom row of this diagram. We use these
diagrams of long exact sequences to identify TRn

˛.FpIp/ as an iterated pullback.

We now state our main result.

Theorem 1.1 The group TRn
˛.FpIp/ is given by the following iterated pullback. Let

rj Dmin.j ; j˛.n�j/jC 1/.

TR1
˛.n�1/.FpIp/Š

�
Z=p if r1 D 1

0 otherwise.

The map y�1W TR1
˛.n�1/.FpIp/ ! Z=p is injective. Letting j range from 2 to n,

if rj � 1, TRj

˛.n�j/
.FpIp/ is given by the following pullback diagram, which also

uniquely determines the map y�j up to units:

TRj

˛.n�j/
.FpIp/

Rj //

y�j
��

TRj�1

˛.n�jC1/.FpIp/

y�j�1

��
Z=pj

Rh
j // Z=pj�1

where Rh
j .1/

:
D prj�1 . If rj < 1, TRj

˛.n�j/
.FpIp/ Š TRj�1

˛.n�jC1/.FpIp/ and y�j is

the composite �j
y�j�1 where �j W Z=pj�1! Z=pj , �j .1/

:
D p1�rj .

The following theorem can be proven by computing these pullbacks.

Theorem 1.2 There is an isomorphism of abelian groups

Z=pl1;n ˚Z=pl2;n ˚ � � �˚Z=pln;n
�n

�
// TRn

˛.FpIp/

where the li;n are the explicitly defined recursive functions of j˛j; j˛0j; : : : ; j˛.n�1/j

given in Section 6.
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We make a few observations about the results of these computations. If the inte-
gers j˛j; j˛0j; : : : ; j˛.n�1/j are all negative, then TRn

˛.FpIp/ D 0: If the integers
j˛j; j˛0j; : : : ; j˛.n�1/j are all nonnegative, then TRn

˛.FpIp/ Š Z=pn . Thus the TR–
groups are easily understood for certain representations ˛ . For any ˛ , each of the values
li;n given in the computation of TRn

˛.FpIp/ satisfies li;n � n since TRn
�C˛.FpIp/ is

a TRn
�.FpIp/–module, where � denotes an even integer grading. However, the sum

l.n/D l1;nC l2;nC � � �C ln;n can be greater than n.

These computations extend a result of Hesselholt and Madsen [9, Proposition 9.1] for
representations of the form ˛ D q �  , q 2 Z,  a complex representation of S1 .
If the virtual representation ˛ is of the form qC � or q � � for an actual complex
S1 –representation �, then the groups TRn

˛.FpIp/ are cyclic. The computations of the
TR–groups in these special cases is presented in Section 6.

In algebraic K–theory computations, it is the RO.S1/–graded equivariant homotopy
groups, rather than the R.S1/–graded groups, that arise most naturally. The even
dimensional real representations correspond to the complex representations, the com-
putations for which appear in this paper. The groups graded by odd–dimensional real
representations must be computed slightly differently. These computations will appear
in joint work with Vigleik Angeltveit.

1.1 Organization

In Section 2 we discuss a homotopy-theoretic approach to algebraic K–theory com-
putations. In particular, we recall the definition of TR–theory and the operators and
relations on it. We then define the R.S1/–graded TR–groups of a ring A. In Section
3 we study the fundamental long exact sequence of TR–theory and its relation to the
norm–restriction sequence. Section 4 focuses on applying this relationship to execute
the first half of the induction step needed to prove Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2. In
Section 5 we finish the induction step by studying the map y� . In Section 6 we put our
earlier results together to prove Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 and several corollaries.

1.2 Notation and conventions

Throughout this paper, A denotes a commutative ring and p a fixed prime. The symbol
˛ denotes a virtual representation in R.S1/. We use the convention a

:
D b for aD�b ,

where � is a unit.

1.3 Acknowledgments

I would like to thank Lars Hesselholt for all of his support and guidance on this project.
I am also grateful to Vigleik Angeltveit for many helpful conversations.
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2 Introduction to TR–groups

2.1 Overview of the approach

Let p be a fixed prime and A a commutative ring. In this section we outline a
homotopy-theoretic approach to algebraic K–theory computations. In particular, we
recall the definitions and properties of TR–groups, studied by Hesselholt and Madsen
(see [9; 10]).

To every ring A, there is an associated genuine S1 –spectrum, T .A/, whose zeroth
space is naturally equivalent to the topological Hochschild space THH(A) defined by
Bökstedt [2]. This topological Hochschild spectrum is cyclotomic [9], which means in
particular that it comes equipped with an equivalence of S1 –spectra

r W ��p.
zE ^T .A//Cp ! T .A/:

Here E denotes a free contractible S1 –space and zE is the cofiber of the map EC!S0

given by projection onto the non-basepoint. This equivalence will be essential to the
construction of the long exact sequence of TR–groups in Section 3.

The S1 –spectrum structure of T .A/ allows us to take Cpn –fixed point spectra of
T .A/ for Cpn � S1 the cyclic group of order pn . Then inclusion of fixed points
induces a map

F W T .A/Cpn
! T .A/

C
pn�1

called the Frobenius. We also get a restriction map

RW T .A/Cpn
! T .A/

C
pn�1

which we define in Section 3. Using these operators, we can define the topological
cyclic homology spectrum of A. Let

TC.AIp/D Œholim
 �

T .A/Cpn �hF

where the homotopy limit is take across the maps R above and X hF denotes the
F –homotopy fixed points of X , ie the homotopy fiber of id �F .

It is possible to repeat the above, working with all natural numbers rather than just
powers of one prime. The resulting spectrum TC(A), however, does not carry much
more information than the product of the TC(AIp/ spectra. In particular, after profinite
completion

TC.A/^ '
Y

TC.AIp/^:
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For every ring A, we have a cyclotomic trace map (Bökstedt–Hsiang–Madsen [3])
from the algebraic K–theory of A to the topological cyclic homology spectrum of A

trcW K.A/! TC.A/:

We can often understand algebraic K–theory by understanding topological cyclic
homology and this cyclotomic trace map. For example, for I � A a nilpotent ideal,
McCarthy’s theorem [13] says that after profinite completion, there is an equivalence

trcW K.A; I/
�
�! TC.A; I/;

where K.A; I/ and TC(A; I/ denote relative K–theory and relative TC respectively.

2.2 Z–graded TR–groups

As an approach to understanding topological cyclic homology, Hesselholt and Madsen
studied TR–groups. For a ring A and a fixed prime p , let

TRn.AIp/D T .A/
C

pn�1

and
TRn

q.AIp/D �q.T .A/
C

pn�1 /:

These TR–groups come equipped with several operators. Again, inclusion of fixed
points induces the Frobenius map

F W TRn
q.AIp/! TRn�1

q .AIp/:

This map has an associated transfer, the Verschiebung

V W TRn�1
q .AIp/! TRn

q.AIp/:

There is also a derivation d W TRn
q.AIp/!TRn

qC1.AIp/ induced from the circle action
on T .A/. Lastly, we have a restriction map

RW TRn
q.AIp/! TRn�1

q .AIp/

which we define in Section 3. These maps satisfy the relations FV D p;FdV D

d; and VF D V .1/, where 1 is the multiplicative unit Œ1�n with Witt coordinates
.1; 0; : : : ; 0/ 2Wn.A/Š TRn

0.AIp/. For a more detailed introduction to TR–theory,
see for instance [9; 10].

We can define TCn.AIp/ as the homotopy equalizer of the maps

R;F W TRn.AIp/! TRn�1.AIp/:
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Then TC.AIp/ is the homotopy limit of the spectra TCn.AIp/. Thus understanding
the TR–groups of a ring helps us to understand its topological cyclic homology and
hence its algebraic K–theory.

Computations are possible on the level of TR because the operators on TR–groups and
the relations between them give TR–groups a rigid algebraic structure. Indeed they
have the structure of a Witt complex over A (Hesselholt–Madsen [11]).

2.3 R.S 1/–graded TR–groups

Recall that TR–groups are defined as

TRn
q.AIp/D �q.T .A/

C
pn�1 /

or equivalently
TRn

q.AIp/Š ŒS
q
^S1=Cpn�1

C
;T .A/�S1 :

To any S1 –spectrum T there are naturally associated equivariant homotopy groups
graded by the representation ring of the circle, R.S1/. Elements in the representation
ring are given by formal differences of isomorphism classes of representations. For
every ˛ 2R.S1/ we choose representatives ˇ and  such that ˛ D Œˇ�� Œ �. Then
for an S1 –spectrum T , the group

�˛.T /D ŒS
ˇ;S ^T �S1 ;

the abelian group of maps in the S1 –stable category. Further, we get an R.S1/–graded
Mackey functor �� which for each subgroup C � S1 assigns

�˛.T /.C /D ŒS
ˇ
^S1=CC;S


^T �S1 :

Lewis and Mandell [12] have proven that this definition gives a well–behaved theory
of R.S1/–graded homotopy groups. Although the theorem in the cited reference is
stated only for finite groups, the same method of proof works for compact Lie groups.

We apply this R.S1/–graded Mackey functor to the topological Hochschild S1 –
spectrum of A to get R.S1/–graded TR–groups,

TRn
˛.AIp/D ŒS

ˇ
^S1=Cpn�1

C
;S ^T .A/�S1 :

These R.S1/–graded TR–groups arise naturally in computations of algebraic K–
theory. Given a ring A and a pointed monoid …, let A.…/ denote the pointed monoid
algebra. To study the algebraic K–theory of A.…/, we start with the topological
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Hochschild S1 –spectrum of A.…/. Formal properties of the construction give a well
known equivalence of S1 –spectra (Hesselholt [5])

T .A/^N cy.…/
�
! T .A.…//;

where N cy.…/ denotes the cyclic bar construction on …. For example, to understand
the topological Hochschild homology of AŒx�=.xe/, A an Fp algebra, Hesselholt and
Madsen [8] studied

T .A/^N cy.…e/' T .A.…e//D T .AŒx�=.xe//:

Here …e denotes the pointed multiplicative monoid f0; 1;x; : : : ;xe�1g where xe D 0.
Using the above equivalence and the definition of TR–groups, we obtain an isomorphism

TRn
q.AŒx�=.x

e/Ip/Š ŒSq
^S1=Cpn�1

C
;T .A/^N cy.…e/�S1 :

Hesselholt and Madsen demonstrated how the S1 –equivariant homotopy type of
N cy.…e/ is built from representation spheres. Replacing N cy.…e/ by these rep-
resentation spheres in the isomorphism above, we end up in the RO.S1/–graded
TR groups of A. Further, for virtual representations ˛ of the form arising in this
example, the groups TRn

˛.FpIp/ are zero if the dimension of ˛ as a real vector space
is odd. The representations with even real dimension correspond exactly to the complex
representations of ˛ . So this expresses the algebraic K–theory of AŒx�=.xe/ in terms
of the R.S1/–graded TR–groups of the ring A.

The general principle here is that the R.S1/ graded TR–groups of a ring A arise in
the computation of the ordinary TR–groups of the more complicated ring A.…/. By
considering different pointed monoids …, one can use the R.S1/–graded TR–groups
of A to understand the algebraic K–theory of a variety of rings A.…/. Using the
pointed monoid … D f0; 1;x;x2; : : : ;y;y2; : : :g with xy D 0, Hesselholt [7] has
similarly computed the algebraic K–theory of the coordinate axes kŒx;y�=.xy/ in
terms of the RO.S1/–graded TR–theory of k . Computations of representation–graded
TR–theory are fundamental to the computation of algebraic K–theory, particularly for
non-regular schemes.

In the non-equivariant case, computations of TR–groups are possible because the TR–
groups form a Witt complex, a rigid algebraic structure. We would like to define a
new algebraic structure, an R.S1/–graded Witt complex, embodying the structure of
R.S1/–graded TR. The first step in developing such an algebraic structure is completely
understanding an example of TRn

˛.AIp/ for some ring A and all ˛ 2R.S1/. In this
paper we compute TRn

˛.FpIp/ to provide such an example.
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To study these R.S1/–graded TR–groups, we first consider the operators and relations
that we have in this R.S1/–graded version of TR (see [9]). Again, inclusion of fixed
points induces the Frobenius map,

F W TRn
˛.AIp/! TRn�1

˛ .AIp/:

As in the integer graded case, this map has an associated transfer, the Verschiebung

V W TRn�1
˛ .AIp/! TRn

˛.AIp/:

These maps again satisfy the relations FV D p; and VF D V .1/. While these maps F
and V look similar to the Z–graded case, the restriction map is quite different. In the
R.S1/–graded setting we have

RW TRn
˛.AIp/! TRn�1

˛0 .AIp/;

where ˛0 is as defined in the Introduction. We explain in Section 3 how this restriction
map is defined.

For a fixed representation ˛ , TRn
�C˛.AIp/ is a module over TRn

�.AIp/, where � is
an integer grading. In Section 5 we see that understanding this module structure is
essential to our main result.

3 Norm–Restriction Sequence

3.1 Construction of norm–restriction diagram

Throughout this section, we use the notation T �˛ for T .A/^S�˛ . We are considering
T .A/ as a genuine S1 –spectrum and all constructions take place in the S1 –stable
category. Our main tool in doing computations is the fundamental long exact sequence
of TR–groups and its relation to the norm–restriction cofiber sequence. Consider the
cofibration sequence

EC! S0
! zE

where E denotes a free contractible S1 –space and the first map is given by projection
onto the non-basepoint of S0 . We can smash this cofibration sequence with T �˛ to
get

EC ^T �˛! T �˛! zE ^T �˛:
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If we then consider the map from T �˛ to the function spectrum F.EC;T
�˛/ induced

by EC! S0 , we get a diagram of cofiber sequences

EC ^T �˛ //

��

T �˛ //

��

zE ^T �˛

��
EC ^F.EC;T

�˛/ // F.EC;T
�˛/ // zE ^F.EC;T

�˛/

We can then take the Cpn�1 fixed point spectra of these spectra to get a diagram

.EC ^T �˛/
C

pn�1 //

��

.T �˛/
C

pn�1 //

��

. zE ^T �˛/
C

pn�1

��

.EC ^F.EC;T
�˛//

C
pn�1 // .F.EC;T �˛//

C
pn�1 // . zE ^F.EC;T

�˛//
C

pn�1

The spectrum in the center of the top line of our diagram computes TRn
˛.AIp/. We

would also like to identify the top right spectrum as computing an R.S1/–graded
TR–group. The spectrum T .A/ is cyclotomic [9], which means, in particular, that we
have an equivalence of S1 –spectra

r W ��p.
zE ^T .A//Cp ! T .A/:

Since ˛0 D ��p.˛
Cp / this gives an equivalence

��p.
zE ^T �˛/Cp ! T �˛

0

:

Using this, the spectrum . zE ^T �˛/
C

pn�1 computes TRn�1
˛0 .AIp/. This gives a map

RW TRn
˛.AIp/! TRn�1

˛0 .AIp/

in the top row of the diagram. This is the restriction map. We now turn our attention to
the bottom row of the diagram. Let

H�q.Cpn�1 ;T �˛/ WD �q.F.EC;T
�˛/

C
pn�1 /:

These are the homotopy groups of the group cohomology spectrum of Cpn�1 . This
spectrum is also known as the homotopy fixed point spectrum. Similarly, let

yH�q.Cpn�1 ;T �˛/ WD �q.. zE ^F.EC;T
�˛//

C
pn�1 /:

These are the homotopy groups of the Tate spectrum of Cpn�1 . From [9, Proposition
2.1],

�q..EC ^T �˛/
C

pn�1 /Š �q..EC ^F.EC;T
�˛//

C
pn�1 /
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and we write Hq.Cpn�1 ;T �˛/ for both of these. Note that if we write ˛ as a formal
difference ˛ D ˇ�  ,

�q..EC ^T �˛/
C

pn�1 /Š ŒSq
^S1=Cpn�1C ^Sˇ;EC ^T .A/^S �S1 ;

hence in the introduction we used the notation �˛T .A/hC
pn�1

for the group
H0.Cpn�1 ;T �˛/. These are the homotopy groups of the group homology, or homotopy
orbit, spectrum. Returning to our diagram above, we have a diagram of long exact
sequences:

// H0.Cpn�1 ;T �˛/ // TRn
˛.AIp/

//

�n�1

��

TRn�1
˛0 .AIp/

//

y�n�1
��

// H0.Cpn�1 ;T �˛/ // H0.Cpn�1 ;T �˛/ // yH0.Cpn�1 ;T �˛/ //

The top row of this diagram is the fundamental long exact sequence of TR–groups. The
bottom row is the norm–restriction sequence. We show in Lemma 3.3 below that the
bottom row depends only on the dimension of ˛ and not on the representation itself
and is thus easier to compute. In particular, the following spectral sequences allow us
to compute the groups on the bottom row:

yE2
s;t D

yH�s.Cpn�1 ; �t .T
�˛//) yH�s�t .Cpn�1 ;T �˛/;

E2
s;t DHs.Cpn�1 ; �t .T

�˛//)HsCt .Cpn�1 ;T �˛/;

and

E2
s;t DH�s.Cpn�1 ; �t .T

�˛//)H�s�t .Cpn�1 ;T �˛/:

3.2 Computations for Fp

We now turn our attention to the case AD Fp .

Proposition 3.1 The norm-restriction diagram of long exact sequences is of one of
two forms. If j˛j � 0, the diagram is of the form

0 // Z=prn
N // TRn

˛.FpIp/
R //

�n�1

��

TRn�1
˛0 .FpIp/ //

y�n�1

��

Z=prn�1 //

0 // Z=prn // Z=pn // Z=pn�1 // Z=prn�1 //

Algebraic & Geometric Topology, Volume 8 (2008)
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where rn Dmin.n; j˛jC 1/. If j˛j< 0, the diagram is of the form

// 0
N // TRn

˛.FpIp/
R //

�n�1

��

TRn�1
˛0 .FpIp/ //

y�n�1

��

0 //

// 0 // Z=pn�1 // Z=pn�1 // 0 //

Corollary 3.2 If j˛j< 0,

TRn
˛.FpIp/Š TRn�1

˛0 .FpIp/:

We prove this proposition by using the above spectral sequences to evaluate the ho-
motopy groups of the Tate spectrum, the group homology spectrum and the group
cohomology spectrum. We start with the Tate spectrum.

3.2.1 The Tate spectrum

Lemma 3.3 Letting ŒS�˛ � denote a shift in degree by �2j˛j,

yH�.Cpn�1 ;T .Fp/^S�˛/Š SZ=pn�1fy�; y��1
gŒS�˛ �; jy� j D 2:

To prove this lemma, we recall some results of Hesselholt and Madsen. Hesselholt and
Madsen [9, Section 5] have computed that the spectral sequence

yE2
s;t D

yH�s.Cpn�1 ; �t .T .Fp///) yH
�s�t .Cpn�1 ;T .Fp//

has yE2 term
yE2
DƒFp

fun�1g˝SFp
ft; t�1

g˝SFp
f�g

where the classes un�1; t; � are in bidegrees .�1; 0/; .�2; 0/; .0; 2/ respectively. The
notation SFp

ft; t�1g denotes a polynomial algebra over Fp with generators t and t�1 .
Hesselholt and Madsen also computed that the non-zero differentials are given by

d2n�1un�1 D tn�n�1

and the extensions in the passage from yE1 to the homotopy groups are maximally
nontrivial. Hence the spectral sequence converges to

yH�.Cpn�1 ;T .Fp//Š SZ=pn�1fy�; y��1
g; jy� j D 2:

In our case we would like to look at the spectral sequence

yE2
s;t D

yH�s.Cpn�1 ; �t .T
�˛//) yH�s�t .Cpn�1 ;T �˛/:
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We now verify that the E2 –term and differentials in this spectral sequence depend only
on the dimension of ˛ and not on which virtual representation it is of that dimension.
We first observe that we can write the E2 –term as

yE2
s;t D

yH�s.Cpn�1 ; �t .T .Fp/^S�˛//Š yH�s.Cpn�1 ; �tC2j˛j.T .Fp///:

Since the Cpn�1 –action on T .Fp/ comes from an S1 action, it is trivial on homotopy
and hence this E2 –term doesn’t depend on any information about the representation ˛
other than its dimension. Thus we write

yE2.T .Fp/^S�˛/D yE2.T .Fp//ŒS
�˛ �D

�
ƒFp
fun�1g˝SFp

ft; t�1
g˝SFp

f�g
�
ŒS�˛ �

where ŒS�˛ � denotes a shift in bidegree by .0;�2j˛j/. We now look at the differentials
in this spectral sequence.

Lemma 3.4 For i; j 2 Z; j � 0, the classes t i�j ŒS�˛ � 2 yE2.Cpn�1 ;T �˛/ are per-
manent cycles.

Proof By [10, Section 4],

yE2.S1;T .Fp//Š SFp
ft; t�1

g˝SFp
.�/:

Thus,
yE2.S1;T .Fp/^S�˛/D yE2.S1;T .Fp//ŒS

�˛ �

is also concentrated in even total degree. Hence there are no differentials in this spectral
sequence. The canonical inclusion induces a map of spectral sequences

yE2.S1;T �˛/! yE2.Cpn�1 ;T �˛/:

By [10, Section 4] this map has image�
SFp
ft; t�1

g˝SFp
.�/
�
ŒS�˛ � 2 yE2.Cpn�1 ;T �˛/

and hence these classes are permanent cycles.

So we conclude that either

dr .un�1t i�j ŒS�˛ �/¤ 0

for some r � 2, or all differentials are zero. Suppose for some r; i; j this differential
is nonzero. Note that

yE2
s;t .Cpn�1 ;T .Fp/^S�˛/D yH�s.Cpn�1 ; �tC2j˛j.T .Fp///D 0
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if t is odd. Hence r must be odd. So, we rewrite our non-zero differential as

d2rC1.un�1t i�j ŒS�˛ �/D d2rC1.un�1/t
i�j ŒS�˛ �:

Hesselholt and Madsen prove in [9, Lemma 5.4] that

d2rC1.un�1/¤ 0

only when r D n� 1 and in that case

d2n�1.un�1/D tn�n�1:

Thus the only nonzero differentials in the spectral sequence we are studying are
generated by

d2n�1.un�1ŒS
�˛ �/D tn�n�1ŒS�˛ �:

The extensions in the passage from yE1 are maximally nontrivial, so this spectral
sequence converges to

yH�.Cpn�1 ;T .Fp/^S�˛/Š SZ=pn�1fy�; y��1
gŒS�˛ �; jy� j D 2:

This proves Lemma 3.3.

3.2.2 The group homology spectrum We now turn our attention to the group ho-
mology spectrum.

Lemma 3.5 The homotopy groups of the group homology spectrum are given by

H0.Cpn�1 ;T �˛/Š

�
Z=prn if j˛j � 0

0 if j˛j< 0

and

H�1.Cpn�1 ;T �˛/Š

�
Z=prn�1 if j˛j � 0

0 if j˛j< 0

where rn Dmin.n; j˛jC 1/.

Proof Recall from above that we have a spectral sequence

E2
s;t DHs.Cpn�1 ; �t .T .Fp/^S�˛//)HsCt .Cpn�1 ;T .Fp/^S�˛/:

We can see easily from the spectral sequence for H0 (and similarly for H�1 ) that

H0.Cpn�1 ;T .Fp/^S�˛/D 0 for j˛j< 0:

We now compute these groups for j˛j � 0. Note that

E2
s;t DHs.Cpn�1 ; �t .T .Fp/^S�˛//ŠHs.Cpn�1 ; �tC2j˛j.T .Fp//:
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Bökstedt and Breen [1; 4] calculated that ��.T .Fp//Š SFp
f�1g; j�1j D 2. So our E2

term is

E2
s;t D

�
Hs.Cpn�1 ;Z=p/ D Z=p if t C 2j˛j � 0; even; s � 0

0 otherwise.

Viewing this E2 term as the shifted first quadrant part of the yE2 term of the spectral
sequence computing the Tate cohomology, we have names for these classes. We have

E2
s;t .Cpn ;T .Fp/^S�˛/D

�
SFp
ft�1
g˝SFp

f�g˝ƒFp
.t�1un/

�
ŒS�˛ �:

In our discussion of the Tate spectrum above, we saw that the differentials in the spectral
sequence are generated by

d2nC1un D tnC1�n:

Using this and the fact that the extensions in the passage from E1 to homotopy groups
are maximally nontrivial, the stated result follows.

3.2.3 The group cohomology spectrum Finally we look at the homotopy groups of
the group cohomology spectrum.

Lemma 3.6 The homotopy groups of the group cohomology spectrum are given by

H0.Cpn�1 ;T �˛/D

8<:
Z=pn j˛j � 0

Z=pn�1 j˛j< 0

0 otherwise.

Proof Recall that we have a spectral sequence

E2
s;t DH�s.Cpn�1 ; �t .T

�˛//)H�s�t .Cpn�1 ;T �˛/:

If we look at the spectral sequence

E2
s;t DH�s.Cpn�1 ; �t .T .Fp///)H�s�t .Cpn�1 ;T .Fp//

we see that the E2 –term of this spectral sequence is the second quadrant part of the
yE2 –term for our Tate spectral sequence. In other words, the E2 –term for this group

cohomology spectral sequence is

E2
DƒFp

.un�1/˝SFp
ftg˝SFp

f�g:

Again, the differentials in this spectral sequence are generated by d2n�1un�1D tn�n�1:

Hence we have
E1 D SFp

ftg˝SFp
f�g=tn�n�1:

As above, in our case this is shifted by twice the complex dimension of our representation
˛ . The desired result follows by [9, Section 5].
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The results of Lemmas 3.3, 3.5 and 3.6 prove Proposition 3.1. Throughout our compu-
tations we will carefully study the map

y�nW TRn
˛.FpIp/! yH

0.Cpn ;T .Fp/^S�ˇ/

for ˇ 2 R.S1/ with ˇ0 D ˛ . Hesselholt and Madsen have proven the following
proposition about this map [9, Addendum 9.1].

Proposition 3.7 The map y�n is an isomorphism if the integers

j˛j; j˛0j; j˛00j; : : : ; j˛.n�1/
j

are all nonnegative.

Note that in the cited reference the proposition is stated in the particular case of
representations of the form ˛ D q��, q 2 Z, � an actual complex representation of
S1 . The proof extends to the general case of a virtual representation ˛ 2R.S1/, in
which case the statement of the result is as above. Since for an actual representation �,
j�j � j�0j � � � � � j�.n�1/j, the proposition in the cited reference is stated as: y�n is an
isomorphism if q � j�j.

4 Inductive method

The main result of this paper is the computation of TRn
˛.FpIp/, for all n 2 N and

˛ 2 R.S1/. We prove the main theorem inductively in two parts. Given the group
TRn�1

˛0 .FpIp/ and the map y�n�1 , we compute the group TRn
˛.FpIp/ and the map

y�n . We begin with the base case for our induction.

4.1 Base case

The base case of our induction is the computation of TR1
˛.n�1/.FpIp/. Note that

TR1
˛.n�1/.FpIp/Š �2j˛.n�1/j.T .Fp//Š

�
Z=p j˛.n�1/j � 0

0 otherwise.

This is a shift of the homotopy groups

TR1
�.FpIp/Š ��.T .Fp//Š SZ=pf�1g

where j�1j D 2. By Proposition 3.7 the map y�1 is injective.
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4.2 Inductive step

We now compute the group TRn
˛.FpIp/ from the group TRn�1

˛0 .FpIp/ and the map
y�n�1 .

Proposition 4.1 Let rn Dmin.n; j˛jC 1/. If rn � 1, the group TRn
˛.FpIp/ is given

by the following pullback:

TRn
˛.FpIp/

R //

�n�1

��

TRn�1
˛0 .FpIp/

y�n�1

��
Z=pn

Rh
n // Z=pn�1

where Rh
n.1/

:
D prn�1 . If rn < 1, TRn

˛.FpIp/Š TRn�1
˛0 .FpIp/.

Proof By Corollary 3.2, if rn < 1, TRn
˛.FpIp/ Š TRn�1

˛0 .FpIp/. We consider the
case where rn� 1. We first recall some general facts about diagrams of exact sequences.
Suppose we have a diagram of the form

0 // A C //

��

D //

0 // A0 // B0 // C 0 // D0 //

The pullback
R //

��

C

��
B0 // C 0

makes the above diagram commute and the sequence

0 // A // R // C // D //

is exact. Any group B making the diagram of exact sequences commute factors through
the pullback, giving a diagram of exact sequences

0 // A // B //

��

C // D //

0 // A // R // C // D //

Then, by the five lemma, RŠB . So, up to isomorphism there is only one group fitting
into such a diagram of long exact sequences.
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To calculate TRn
˛.FpIp/ we use the norm–restriction diagram from Section 3. By

Proposition 3.1, when rn � 1, this diagram has the form

0 // Z=prn
N // TRn

˛.FpIp/
R //

�n�1

��

TRn�1
˛0 .FpIp/

@ //

y�n�1

��

Z=prn�1 //

0 // Z=prn
N h

// Z=pn Rh
// Z=pn�1 @h

// Z=prn�1 //

The maps in the bottom row are given by N h.1/
:
D pn�rn , Rh.1/

:
D prn�1 and

@h.1/
:
D 1. By the arguments above, the group TRn

˛.FpIp/ is given by the pullback of
the diagram

TRn�1
˛0 .FpIp/

y�n�1

��
Z=pn Rh

// Z=pn�1

This completes the proof.

Before we proceed to compute y�n , it will help to explicitly compute the pullback
diagram above. The following proposition evaluates this pullback.

Proposition 4.2 Let y�i;n�1 be a map of abelian groups

y�i;n�1W Z=p
li;n�1 ! Z=pn�1:

Suppose ki;n�1 D lengthZp
.ker y�i;n�1/ and k1;n�1 � k2;n�1 � � � � � kn�1;n�1 . Then

the following square is a pullback diagram

Z=pl1;n˚Z=pl2;n ˚� � �˚Z=pln;n
R //

�1;n�1C���C�n�1;n�1

��

Z=pl1;n�1˚Z=pl2;n�1 ˚� � �˚Z=pln�1;n�1

y�1;n�1C���Cy�n�1;n�1

��
Z=pn Rh

// Z=pn�1

where the map Rh is given by Rh.1/
:
D prn�1 and the integers li;n; 1 � i � n are

defined as follows: Let gi;n�1 D li;n�1� ki;n�1 . We choose a permutation � 2†n�1

satisfying the conditions

rn � k�.1/;n�1 � k�.2/;n�1 � � � � � k�.w/;n�1;

rn > k�.wC1/;n�1; k�.wC2/;n�1; : : : ; k�.n�1/;n�1;

g�.wC1/;n�1 � g�.wC2/;n�1 � � � � � g�.n�1/;n�1:
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Then

l1;n D

�
rn if w D n� 1

min.n; rnCg�.wC1/;n�1/ otherwise.

For 1�m� w , lmC1;n D l�.m/;n�1 . For wC 2�m� n� 1:

lm;n D

�
l�.m/;n�1 if �.v/ < �.m/ for some wC 1� v <m

g�.m/;n�1C k�.z/;n�1 otherwise.

Here �.z/ is the smallest number such that wC 1� z <m. Finally, ln;n D k1;n�1 if
w < n� 1.

Proof Let G denote the pullback of the above diagram. We would like to prove that

G Š Z=pl1;n ˚Z=pl2;n ˚ � � �˚Z=pln;n :

By definition

G Š .x;y1;y2; : : : ;yn�1/ 2 Z=pn
˚Z=pl1;n�1 ˚ � � �˚Z=pln�1;n�1

such that

prn�1x D pn�1�g1;n�1y1Cpn�1�g2;n�1y2C � � �Cpn�1�gn�1;n�1yn�1:

We choose a permutation � 2†n�1 as in the statement of the proposition. For each
1�m� w the element

��.m/D .p
n�g�.m/;n�1�rn ; 0; : : : ; 1; 0; : : : ; 0/2Z=pn

˚Z=pl1;n�1˚� � �˚Z=pln�1;n�1

where the 1 is in the y�.m/–coordinate, generates a subgroup of G of order pl�.m/;n�1 :

Note that the different m give linearly independent elements of G . The element

.pn�rn ; 0; : : : ; 0/ 2 Z=pn
˚Z=pl1;n�1 ˚ � � �˚Z=pln�1;n�1

generates a subgroup of G of order pr . If wD n�1, ki;n�1� rn for all 1� i � n�1,
so this element is linearly independent from the elements �i . So in the case w D n� 1

we have computed

G Š Z=pr
˚Z=pl1;n�1 ˚ � � �˚Z=pln�1;n�1 :

Suppose then that w ¤ n� 1. For wC 1�m� n� 1, if k�.m/;n�1 D l�.m/;n�1 , then
the element

��.m/ D .0; 0; : : : ; 1; 0; : : : ; 0/ 2 Z=pn
˚Z=pl1;n�1 ˚ � � �˚Z=pln�1;n�1
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which is non-zero only in the y�.m/–coordinate, generates a subgroup of length
l�.m/;n�1 . For k�.m/;n�1< l�.m/;n�1 , wC1�m�n�1, if l�.m/;n�1�k�.m/;n�1Crn�

n, we consider the element

 �.m/D .p
n�g�.m/;n�1�rn ; 0; : : : ; 1; 0; : : : ; 0/2Z=pn

˚Z=pl1;n�1˚� � �˚Z=pln�1;n�1

where the 1 is in the y�.m/–coordinate. This generates an order prCg�.m/;n�1 subgroup
of G . If instead g�.m/;n�1C rn � n, we consider the element

 �.m/D .1; 0; : : : ;p
g�.m/;n�1Crn�n; 0; : : : ; 0/2Z=pn

˚Z=pl1;n�1˚� � �˚Z=pln�1;n�1

where the second nonzero entry is in the y�.m/–coordinate. This generates a subgroup
of length n. For wC 2�m� n� 1, wC 1�m0 <m, consider also the elements

��.m0/;�.m/ D .0; 0; : : : ;p
g�.m0/;n�1�g�.m/;n�1 ; 0; : : : ;�1; 0; : : : ; 0/:

Here, the first nonzero term is in the y�.m0/–coordinate and the second nonzero term is in
the y�.m/–coordinate. These generate subgroups of length max.l�.m/;n�1;g�.m/;n�1C

k�.m0/;n�1/. Since we have ordered the summands such that k�.m/;n�1 � k�.m0/;n�1

exactly when �.m/� �.m0/, we conclude that the length of this group is l�.m/;n�1 if
�.m0/� �.m/ and g�.m/;n�1C k�.m0/;n�1 otherwise. Finally, consider the element

�n�1 D .0;p
g1;n�1 ; 0; 0; : : : ; 0/;

which generates a subgroup of order pk1;n�1 .

Together, the elements above generate the group G: In order to identify this group, we
need to find a linearly independent set of generators that spans. For a fixed wC 2�

m� n�1 let m0 be given by �.m0/Dmin.�.i/jwC1� i <m/. Our set of generators
is the following:

f �.wC1/g; f��.m/j1�m� wg;

f��.m/jwC 2�m� n� 1; k�.m/;n�1 � l�.m/;n�1g;

f��.m/;�.m0/jwC 2�m� n� 1; k�.m/;n�1 < l�.m/;n�1g; f�n�1g:

The summands in the proposition correspond to these generators in the following way:

 �.wC1/ 7! Z=pl1;n ; ��.m/ 7! Z=plmC1;n ; ��.m/ 7! Z=plm;n ;

��.m/;�.m0/ 7! Z=plm;n ;�n�1 7! Z=pln;n :

Then the values of the lengths li;n follow directly from our analysis above.

We can choose an isomorphism

�nW Z=p
l1;n ˚ � � �˚Z=pln;n ! TRn

˛.FpIp/:
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The proof of Proposition 4.2 above determines the restriction map:

Z=pl1;n ˚ � � �˚Z=pln;n
�n

�
//

R�

��

TRn
˛.FpIp/

R
��

Z=pl1;n�1 ˚ � � �˚Z=pln�1;n�1
�n�1

�
// TRn�1

˛0 .FpIp/

Note that we can write the isomorphism �n as

�n D �1;nC � � �C �n;n

where
�j ;nW Z=p

lj ;n ! TRn
˛.FpIp/:

Then we can express the composite R�j ;n as

R�j ;n.a/D
X

1�i�n�1

�i;n�1.R
�
i;j ;n.a//

where
R�

i;j ;nW Z=p
lj ;n ! Z=pli;n�1 :

We now determine the map R by specifying the maps R�
i;j ;n .

Theorem 4.3 The maps R�
i;j ;n are given by the following. If i D �.wC 1/:

R�
i;1;n.1/

:
D

�
1 if rnCg�.wC1/;n�1 � n

prnCg�.wC1/;n�1�n if rnCg�.wC1/;n�1 > n

For i ¤ �.wC 1/, R�
i;1;n

.1/D 0. For 1<m� n, if m� 1� w :

R�
i;m;n.1/

:
D

�
1 if i D �.m� 1/

0 otherwise.

For w <m� 1< n:

R�
i;m;n.1/

:
D

8̂̂<̂
:̂

1 if i D �.m/; k�.m/;n�1 D l�.m/;n�1

�1 if i D �.m/; k�.m/;n�1 < l�.m/;n�1

pg�.m0/;n�1�g�.m/;n�1 if i D �.m0/; k�.m/;n�1 < l�.m/;n�1

0 otherwise.

If w < n� 1:

R�
i;n;n.1/

:
D

�
pg1;n�1 if i D 1

0 otherwise.

Proof This follows directly from the proof of Proposition 4.2.
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The proof of Proposition 4.2 also determines the map

�n�1W Z=pl1;n ˚Z=pl2;n ˚ � � �˚Z=pln;n
�n

�
// TRn

˛.FpIp/
�n�1 // Z=pn

Proposition 4.4 Let k D lengthZp
. ker �i;n�1/: The maps �i;n�1W Z=p

li;n ! Z=pn

are determined up to units by the following:

ki;n D

8<:
0 if i D 1

k�.i�1/;n�1� rn if k�.i�1/;n�1 � rn

li;n otherwise.

Proof This follows directly from the proof of Proposition 4.2.

Given the group TRn�1
˛0 .FpIp/ and the map y�n�1 on this group, we have now calcu-

lated the group TRn
˛.FpIp/. In order to complete the induction step we also need to

compute the map y�n . We study this map in the next section.

5 The map y�n

Proposition 3.7 tells us how the map y�n behaves for virtual representations ˛ where
all of j˛j; j˛0j; j˛00j; : : : ; j˛.n�1/j are nonnegative. To understand the map y�n when
at least one of j˛j; j˛0j; j˛00j; : : : ; j˛.n�1/j is negative, we study the module structure
of TRn

�C˛.FpIp/ as a TRn
�.FpIp/–module where � denotes an even integer grading.

We first recall from [9, Proposition 5.4], that

TRn�1
� .FpIp/D SZ=pn�1f�n�1g

where j�n�1j D 2; and R.�n�1/D p�n�1�n�2; where �n�1 2 Z=pn�1 is a unit. It
follows from Hesselholt [6, Theorem B (iii)] that this unit �n�1 D 1.

Let ˇ be a virtual representation such that ˇ0D˛ . Then there is a commutative diagram

TRn
˛.FpIp/

�n //

y�n

��

TRn
2C˛.FpIp/

y�n

��
yH0.Cpn ;T .Fp/^S�ˇ/

y�n.�n/ // yH�2.Cpn ;T .Fp/^S�ˇ/

Let q D�min.j˛j; j˛0j; j˛00j; : : : ; j˛.n�1/j/. By Proposition 3.7 y�n is an isomorphism
on TRn

2qC˛.FpIp/. If we understand the maps given by multiplication by �n we can

use the above commutative diagram to understand the map y�n by inducting down from
TRn

2qC˛.FpIp/ to TRn
˛.FpIp/.
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Proposition 5.1 Let rn Dmin.n; j˛jC 1/. If rn � 1 then the maps

y�n; �n�1W TRn
˛.FpIp/! Z=pn

agree up to multiplication by a unit. If rn < 1, then the map y�nW TRn
˛.FpIp/! Z=pn

is given as the composite �n
y�n�1 where �nW Z=pn�1! Z=pn , �n.1/

:
D p1�rn :

Proof By the five lemma, in the range where y�n�1 is an isomorphism, the map �n�1

is as well. So for qD�min.j˛j; j˛0j; j˛00j; � � � j˛.n�1/j/ we get a commutative diagram

TRn
˛.FpIp/

.�n/
q

//

�n�1

��

TRn
2qC˛.FpIp/

�n�1

��

H0.Cpn IT .Fp/^S�ˇ/
.�n.�n//

q

// H�2q.Cpn IT .Fp/^S�ˇ/

where the map �n�1 on the right is an isomorphism. Our aim is to use this diagram
to compute multiplication by .�n/

q . Suppose that on the left �n�1.1/
:
D pa . In

order to compute the top horizontal map, we need to first understand the bottom
horizontal map. It follows from R.�n/D p�n�1 that multiplication by �n.�n/ from
H�2s.Cpn IT .Fp/^S�ˇ/ to H�2s�2.Cpn IT .Fp/^S�ˇ/ is multiplication by p (up
to units) for s < 1� rn and an isomorphism for s � 1� rn . Consider first the case
where rn � 1. Then, s � 1� rn for all multiplication by �n.�n/ maps in our diagram
above. Hence the composite .�n.�n//

q is an isomorphism. Since the right hand �n�1

map is also an isomorphism, this implies that .�n/
q.1/

:
D pa . From the commutative

diagram relating y�n and multiplication by .�n/
q , we then conclude that y�n.1/

:
D pa .

Hence the maps �n�1 and y�n agree up to multiplication by a unit.

We now consider the case where rn < 1. Since multiplication by �n.�n/ is (up
to units) multiplication by p for s < 1 � rn , multiplication by .�n.�n//

q is given
by .�n.�n//

q.1/
:
D p1�rn : Since the right hand �n�1 map is an isomorphism, this

implies that .�n/
q.1/

:
D paC1�rn . From the commutative diagram relating y�n and

multiplication by .�n/
q , we then conclude that y�n.1/

:
D paC1�rn . This completes the

proof.

6 Computation of TRn
˛.FpI p/

In this section we prove Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2. We start by proving Theorem
1.1.
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Proof We prove this by induction. The result for TR1
˛.n�1/.FpIp/ and the map y�1

follow from our computation at the beginning of Section 4. Now assume we have
computed TRj�1

˛.n�jC1/.FpIp/ and the map y�j�1 . We consider two cases: rj � 1, and

rj < 1. If rj � 1, it follows from Proposition 4.1 that TRj

˛.n�j/
is given by the pullback

TRj

˛.n�j/
.FpIp/

R //

�j�1

��

TRj�1

˛.n�jC1/.FpIp/

y�j�1

��
Z=pj

Rh
j // Z=pj�1

In order to continue inductively, we need to also compute the map y�j . By Proposition
5.1 the maps y�j and �j�1 agree. Since the map �j�1 is determined by the above
pullback diagram, y�j is also determined. We now consider the case where rj < 1. By
Proposition 4.1, TRj

˛.n�j/
.FpIp/ Š TRj�1

˛.n�jC1/.FpIp/. Proposition 5.1 determines

that the map y�j is as stated in the proposition.

We now prove Theorem 1.2.

Proof Combining the results of Proposition 4.2 and Proposition 5.1 , we get the
following recursive definition of the length l1;n; : : : ; ln;n : Let

l1;1 D

�
1 if j˛.n�1/j � 0

0 otherwise

and set k1;1 D 0.

Let j D 2. We compute the values lm;j as follows, incrementing j by 1 after each
iteration and stopping after the iteration where j D n.

Define rj Dmin.j ; j˛.n�j/jC1/ and gi;j�1D li;j�1�ki;j�1 for integers 1� i � j�1.
Let w D #f1� i � j � 1jki;j�1 � rj g. We choose a permutation � 2†j�1 as in the
statement of Proposition 4.2. If w D j � 1 we define g�.wC1/;j�1 D 0.

We now give a recursive definition of the values li;j and ki;j . We set

l1;j D

�
max.0; rj / if w D j � 1

min.j ; rj Cg�.wC1/;j�1/ otherwise

and k1;j D 0. For each integer 1 � m � w , set lmC1;j D l�.m/;j�1 and kmC1;j D

min.lmC1;j ; k�.m/;j�1 � rj /. For each integer wC 2 � m � j � 1, let �.z/ be the
smallest number such that wC 1� z <m. Then set:

lm;j D

�
l�.m/;j�1 if �.v/ < �.m/ for some wC 1� v <m

g�.m/;j�1C k�.z/;j�1 otherwise.
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Then we set km;j D lm;j . Finally, lj ;j D kj ;j D 0 if w< j �1. If j < n we increment
j by 1 and iterate.

The explicit algorithm given in the proof above can be easily programmed into Math-
ematica, providing an efficient way to compute TRn

˛.FpIp/ from the sequence of
integers j˛j; j˛0j; : : : ; j˛.n�1/j.

We conclude by looking at a few special cases.

6.1 Special cases

We now interpret the main theorem in a few special cases.

Corollary 6.1 Let ˛ be a virtual representation of the form ˛ D qCˇ , q 2 Z. Then

TRn
˛.FpIp/Š Z=pL

where L is given as follows: Let m be such that j˛.n�m/j > 0 � j˛.n�mC1/j. Let
rj Dmin.j ; j˛.n�j/jC 1/. Set l1;m D rm . Letting j range from mC 1 to n,

l1;j Dmin.j ; l1;j�1C rj /:

Then LD l1;n .

Proof For a representation ˛ of this form,

j˛j � j˛0j � � � � � j˛.n�1/
j

and given the hypotheses of the corollary,

r1 � r2 � � � � � rm�1 � 0< rm � � � � � rn:

From the recursive definition in the proof of Theorem 1.2 we know that for j <m,
all li;j D 0, 1 � i � j . It follows that l1;m D rm , k1;m D 0 and li;m D ki;m D 0 for
2� i �m. We show by induction that for all j from m to n, l1;j ¤ 0, k1;j D 0 and
li;j D ki;j D 0 for 2 � i � j . We have already noted that this holds for j D m. If
it holds for j it holds for j C 1 by the recursive definition. Thus TRn

˛.FpIp/ is a
cyclic group. The order of this group as stated in the corollary follows directly from
the recursive definition.

Corollary 6.2 Let ˛ be a representation of the form ˛ D q�  , q 2 Z. Then

TRn
˛.FpIp/Š Z=pm

where m is the number such that

j˛.n�m/
j � 0> j˛.n�m�1/

j:
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Proof For a representation ˛ of this form,

j˛.n�1/
j � j˛.n�2/

j � � � � � j˛j

and
rn � rn�1 � � � � � rmC1 � 0< rm � � � � � r1:

Following the recursive definition in the proof of Theorem 1.2, l1;1 D 1 and k1;1 D 0:

We show inductively that l1;j D j and k1;j D 0 for 1� j �m. We have just observed
that this holds for j D 1. Now suppose it holds for j � 1. Then by the recursive
definition

l1;j Dmin.j ; rj Cg�.wC1/;j�1/Dmin.j ; rj C l1;j�1/D j:

It is also clear that li;j D 0 for all 2� i � j . So l1;mDm and li;mD 0 for 2� i �m.
Continuing the recursion, we see that the group is unchanged for j >m, since in those
cases wD j �1 and rj < 0 so the summand l1;j D 0. Thus TRn

˛.FpIp/ŠZ=pm .

The second corollary agrees with the result given by Hesselholt and Madsen in this case
[9, Proposition 9.1]. We have now seen that if ˛ is an actual complex representation of
S1 , or zero minus an actual representation, the TR–groups we are calculating are all
cyclic.
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